ABSTRACT

Watson Concept Insights (WCI) is a service that was recently made publicly available by IBM. WCI provides an information retrieval framework that is designed to facilitate search and exploration of text documents, and is particularly effective on sparse data sets. Its methodology consists of first defining a dictionary of concepts which are interconnected in a concept graph and then modeling a document by predicting its relevance to any given concept in the concept graph using the concepts that are directly mentioned in the document itself. This technique in effect increases the document recall for any given query, even for very sparse data sets, exposing the user to a variety of connections between their query and a data set of interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following questions: given a topic, who can help me learn more about it? What has been published in the web in the last day relevant to it? What has a specific author ever written on it? What has this company patented about it? Is there anyone in my vicinity who has blogged about law? What does this set of books say about it? What does this set of patents say about a given topic. It is important to note that data sparsity need not exist due to an intrinsic limitation on the available data, and instead is a property of a user’s information retrieval goals; for example an investigation limited to all web content that is published by a specific author can also be repeated for a different author and those people who are in my vicinity right now won’t be the same as those that are in my vicinity tomorrow.

In this article we introduce a system with attributes that are likely important for systems that aim to specifically answer questions such as the ones posed above. A key element of our proposal is an all-encompassing knowledge model that can be used to bridge the gap between the knowledge of the user and the knowledge contained in the data set being pursued. A concrete example could be that of a person that has only a basic understanding of mathematics searching for references to math topics in a data set. The person will likely use query terms such as math or algebra. If the data set may contain a document that mentions fast Fourier transforms, which a modern information retrieval system should be able to retrieve and properly rank. The key element is that such an interaction between the person and the system has a fundamentally different nature than that of a person searching directly for fast Fourier transform: the interaction has become exploratory in nature. Interacting with the system can now cause surprise and interest.

The resulting experience is aimed as much at engaging the user as it is at providing the information that the user initiated the interaction with the system for.

Watson Concept Insights (WCI) takes an opinionated approach at providing such an experience by mainly focusing on a specific set of features extracted from documents: concept mentions. WCI uses a built-in knowledge model, the concept graph that provides a scoring mechanism for how two concepts (or 2 sets of concepts) are related to each other that is computed using the personalized page rank algorithm [5].

This allows WCI to approach each new data set with the model given by the full concept graph, so there is no need for building a new model for each new data set. Therefore relatively deep discoveries are discovered even in smaller data sets.

The system provides APIs that are meant to facilitate the interaction with an end user performing exploration on a data set. In Section 2 we’ll cover the overall architecture of the system. Section 3 describes the demonstration setup.
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1 System Architecture

WCI is implemented as a distributed system providing a web service accessible through a number of REST endpoints [1]. Corpora and documents inside corpora are entities accessed and manipulated through a Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) interface. Figure 1 illustrates the internal structure of the system, based on a microservice architecture (see, e.g., [4] and references therein). The system includes i) a metadata database ii) an object store iii) a messaging server iv) an array of web servers, v) a number of stateless microservices, and vi) a conceptual index database. Everything in the system is designed for dynamic scale-out. The microservices communicate through the messaging server and have direct connection to the databases and the object store.

2.2 Document Processing Pipeline

In Figure 2, we illustrate the document processing pipeline of WCI. After a corpus (a document collection) is created, documents are added through the corresponding REST endpoint. When a document enters the system, it is first stored then staged for indexing. Indexing happens as a background process and includes the following stages:

1. concept mentions extraction;
2. document vector model construction;
3. insertion of the document into a reverse index data structure for fast search.

In the following we briefly describe these 3 phases. An in-depth description is beyond the scope of this demonstration and will be available as a separate publication.

2.2.1 Concept Mentions Extraction

Concept mention extraction in WCI is performed using an in-house algorithm akin to algorithms used in wikification [3]. The algorithm allows to isolate mentions to concepts known in the system in the text of a document. It features an advanced disambiguation capability which enables low input (conceptual) noise introduced in the system. The model construction performs further denoising as explained in the following.

2.2.2 Document Model Construction

WCI uses a graph of interconnected concepts based on Wikipedia. As the graph is fairly sparse a diffusion method based on the solution of a Markov chain on the concept graph is used as a proxy to evaluate the relationship of each given concept to all other concepts. The internal document model is a vector that ranks the document for each concept in the concept graph. In this sense it represents a large embedding in a space in which each dimension expressed in the canonical basis has a human understandable meaning. Mentions to concepts are treated as independent observations of the relevance of a document to each concept in the graph. An information combining [2] methodology is then used to obtain a final estimate of the document relevance for each concept in the concept graph.

2.2.3 Indexing and Conceptual Search

Once a document vector model is constructed, each dimension representing the relevance of the document for a specific concept in the concept graph, the vector is submitted into a reverse index, which indexes the most relevant documents for each concept in the concept graph, irrespective of whether the document contained a direct reference to a given concept. Retrieving the most relevant documents is an operation denoted in the system with the term conceptual search. Conceptual search for a single concept becomes then a simple index lookup. For multi-concept queries and document queries (which are just a form of multi-concept queries), multiple lookups into the index and a reranking algorithm are used to generate the list of most relevant documents on the spot. This methodology allows the system to generate responses with a typical latency well under one second, which helps fostering a smooth interactive experience when the system functionality is exposed directly to a UI user.

3. DEMONSTRATION

The demonstration of is WCI in 2 parts, one for the experience at the developer and content management side and one at the end user side.

3.1 WCI: Development and Content Management

Although the programmatic interaction with WCI through API allows full control of the system [6], the service has been designed to be monitored through a control dashboard. The dashboard allows to monitor the document insertion process, providing number of documents ready for search, number of document that are being processed for indexing and number of documents in error\(^1\). In addition the service dashboard \(^1\)A document is considered to be in error if no conceptual model can be constructed for it, e.g., if a document is empty
Figure 3: A screen shot of the WCI Dashboard for the TED talks corpus, showing document counts and the most mentioned concepts.

Figure 4: A screen shot of the WCI Dashboard for the TED talks corpus, showing mention per concept and concept mentions per document histograms.

Figure 5: WCI Dashboard conceptual search view: searching for last week’s news articles related to the concept common law in the NPR news dataset.

provides high level statistics that are tightly coupled with the concept-based approach in the system. In particular:

- a summary of the most mentioned concepts in the corpus;
- a histogram representing the distribution of mention counts for the mentioned concepts;
- a histogram of the number of concept mentions per document;
- a histogram of the document sizes.

Figure 3 shows the read/index/error counts and the most mentioned concepts for a corpus containing all TED Talks transcripts. The latter allows a human person to quickly gauge the representation that WCI is building of the overall corpus—although additional uses could be conceived, such as the creation of a rich human readable summarization of the salient aspects of the corpus.

In Figure 4, the histograms of the mentions per concept count and the concept mentions per documents are shown, respectively. The former allows to understand the conceptual richness of the corpus: a significant concept diversity enhances the capability of the system to make more nuanced distinctions between documents. The latter gives an idea of the richness of individual documents: although it will work with fewer mentions, in order operate at its best WCI requires at least 10 concepts per document to enhance the confidence of the vector model built for the document.

In Figure 5, we illustrate the conceptual search view of the WCI dashboard. This view can be used to explore a corpus through concept queries. In this instance, a corpus that indexes National Public Radio (NPR) news from the past 7 days is searched from the concept common law. The view returns a list of documents each in a tile containing the document label, in this case the news article title, as well as an explanation of why the document was returned for such query. An explanation of a result is a necessity when introducing an information retrieval system that performs retrieval in a way not trivially understandable by an end user. This need becomes obvious when the system returns documents that do not contain text that can be derived explicitly from the query. To help in building trust between the end user and the application using WCI, each conceptual search returns an explanation object for each matching document. The explanation object includes the list of most relevant concepts mentioned in the document sorted by relevance for the query that retrieved the document. In the example in Figure 5 no direct mentions of common law were found, however the most relevant documents are explained to be important by the system because they contained concept mentions that together made the document relevant for the query, such as: expungement, felony, self incrimination, statute.

It is easy to see how this search experience can be used to foster exploration and even learning, as only explanation concepts only partly familiar to the end user appear, interest arises in learning about those concepts per se, as well as new keys to explore the corpus.

3.2 WCI: End User Experience

To demonstrate the end user interaction with the system we will focus on two example applications built on top of WCI: an expert location app and a content recommendation app.
3.3 Expertise location with WCI

A basic approach to building an expert location system using WCI is to create a corpus that contains one document per person, describing the expertise of the person. For a large fraction of different expertise, it is generally possible to directly use at least part of the direct output from people. Due to the internal model for concept relationships WCI is effective at "filling the gaps," which results in deriving a picture of someone’s expertise even if the description is not as complete. In the example shown in figures 6 and 7 we illustrate an expertise locator for IBM researchers. For this particular corpus, the use of the direct product of the expert’s work as a document is particularly efficient (in this case the research publications). The actual data set consists of a profile page each researcher is maintaining together with the list of publications of each researcher.

The first problem to solve when interacting with the system is to help the end user construct a usable query in an intuitive way. The biggest help comes here from the fact that the concepts used in the system are identifiable by their English name (or in certain instances, short description). However not every English word or construct is a valid concept in the system therefore the chosen approach is to provide an intuitive auto-complete widget that proposes a list of the closest concept names together with a short abstract for the concept in order to enable disambiguation on sight for the end user (a task the average end user happens to be extremely good at). This is illustrated in Figure 6 where a query on quantum computing is being auto completed.

An example results page for the query eye surgery is shown in Figure 7. Note the explanation tags on this query: thanks to both WCI and the richness of the dataset highly related terms, potentially unknown or vaguely familiar to the user, show up. Experience shows that a common human reaction to this is to proceed and explore the meaning of the terms (each one is clickable and links to Wikipedia).

3.4 Content Recommendation with WCI

An additional example is content recommendation. In this case we selected TED talks as a rich data set encompassing a large span of human interests. Recommendations can be driven by directly engaged user input or gathered textual evidence. In Figure 8 we show the content recommendation application gathering concepts from an excerpt of text. The most relevant three concepts are shown in the bottom left of the figure. We do not show the resulting recommendations due to lack of space.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced Watson Concept Insights, an information retrieval system designed to foster end-user exploration of semantically and linguistically sparse corpora of documents. The system uses as key features mentions to concepts familiar to humans. The demonstration practically illustrates these characteristics focusing on both developer and end-user experience.
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